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1 Introdu tion
In tokamak plasmas, like at ASDEX Upgrade, ele tron and ion thermal and parti le
transport in the edge are generally dominated by anomalous transport. At the presen e
of an edge transport barrier, however, the transport oeÆ ients for ele trons and ions
are strongly redu ed. Therefore, neo lassi al transport an be ome important in ertain H-mode s enarios where the anomalous ion thermal ondu tivity i in the pedestal
falls well below 0:5 m2s 1 . In su h ases, the neo lassi al ontribution to the ion thermal ondu tivity and impurity di usivity an rea h levels omparable to anomalous
transport.

2 Implementation into B2
In our ontribution, the neo lassi al ontribution to thermal and parti le transport for
su h an ASDEX Upgrade s enario is studied. A one-dimensional model for the neo lassi al transport for ions (fuel and impurities) and ele trons has been implemented into
the multi uid ode B2 [1℄. The heat and parti le uxes of every spe ies are al ulated
by solving a set of multiple spe ies uid for e balan e equations, following a matrix
formalism by Hirshman and Sigmar [2℄ and using the redu ed harge state formalism
[3, 4℄. The thermodynami for es Fajp =  lnpaj for the pressure gradient and FajT =  lnTa
for the temperature gradient (where  is a ux label and a and j denote the spe ies and
the harge state, respe tively), together with an external ele tri eld E , determine the
parti le and heat uxes in a simple linear form
aj

=

qaj

=

rnaj + vaj naj
aj rTa + waj Ta :

Daj

(1)
(2)
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Here Daj ,aj , vaj , and waj denote the parti le and heat di usion oeÆ ients and the
parti le and heat pin h velo ities, respe tively. The transport matri es have been approximated by their diagonal forms by summarizing o -diagonal ontributions to the
uxes into the respe tive pin h velo ities.
Then, the ontributions from lassi al transport and for the Banana plateau and the
P rs h-S hluter regimes are al ulated on losed ux surfa es (i.e. inside the separatrix)
by the ode NEOART by A.G. Peeters.
We employ a 1D model. Therefore, ux surfa e averages of the appropriate quantities
are used. We furthermore assume that ion thermalization is fast, i.e. all ions have a
ommon temperature Ti .
We study the neo lassi al ontribution for a Deuterium plasma with Helium and Carbon impurities. Cal ulation of the ollisionalities  show that impurities are well in
the P rs h-S hluter regime while Deuterium ions and ele trons are marginally in the
Banana Plateau regime.
p
A omparison of the width of the Banana orbit wB = qL =  (safety fa tor q , inverse
aspe t ratio , and Larmor radius L ) with the gradient lengths of the densities and
temperatures, as well as a he k of the strong magneti eld limit =!  1 ( ollision
frequen y  , y lotron frequen y ! ) and the assumption of uniform (along a ux surfa e) density approximation shows that ele trons and ions with low and high harge
states may well be treated in a 1D-model while this model is only marginally valid in
the plasma edge for impurities with intermediate harge states.

3 Results
We al ulate the neo lassi al ontribution to the heat and parti le transport for a
onstant ba kground level of anomalous transport with Di = i = 0:05 m2 s 1 and
e = 0:1 m2 s 1 inside the separatrix and Di = i = e = 0:1 m2 s 1 in the s rape-o
layer, the private ux region, and the divertor regions.
Fig. 3 shows that the parti le di usivities D lie in a range < 0:3 m2 s 1 while the heat
di usivities  an rea h levels of 0:8 m2 s 1 for the C+ ions. The pin h velo ities also
rea h levels whi h are omparable to anomalous transport levels. A loser analysis shows
that the ele tron parti le pin h is dire ted outward while the ions feel an inward pin h
whi h is espe ially strong for the impurities. This leads to the well-known a umulation
of impurities in the ore plasma. The quasi-neutrality of the plasma remains guaranteed
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(b) heat di usivities  ( m2 s 1 )

( ) parti le pin h v ( m s 1 )
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Figure 1: di usivities and pin h velo ities for ions and ele trons vs. index  of the ux

surfa e ( = 0 is the ore boundary, i.e. 2 m inwards from the separatrix,
max the separatrix)
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through the outward di usion of the ions. We furthermore nd an inversion of the D+
heat pin h in the pedestal lose to the separatrix whi h ontributes to a steepening of
the temperature pro le. Overall, we an on lude that even in the pedestal neo lassial transport oeÆ ients for the impurities an be ome important in ases of redu ed
anomalous transport.
We nally ompare our results for various levels of ba kground anomalous transport
(0:1 m2 s 1 and 1:0 m2 s 1 ), various input powers (1:6 MW and 3:2 MW), and various
D+ parti le densities (5  1019 m 3 and 8  1019 m 3 ) at the ore boundary to the experimental ele tron temperature and density pro les for AUG shot #17151 (Fig. 2). We nd
the best agreement for an anomalous transport level of 0:1 m2 s 1 , nD+ = 5  1019 m 3 ,
and Pt = 1:6 MW. Therefore, anomalous transport in the pedestal learly was redu ed
in the shot #17151.

4 Dis ussion
Appli ation of a 1D-model for the neo lassi al transport on B2 runs for realisti tokamak
on gurations shows that di usivities and pin h velo ities of the impurities an rea h
levels whi h are omparable to levels of redu ed anomalous transport. However, the 1Dmodel remains limited in its appli ability to regions lose to the separatrix and annot
be applied in the s rape-o layer. We therefore envision a future quasi-2D model whi h
treats neo lassi al e e ts in the s rape-o layer through dire t al ulation of the uid
drift velo ities [5℄ and uses the 1D-model for the ore and the pedestal top.
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